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Introduction 
RLIMS-P (Figure 1) is a rule-based text-mining program specifically designed to extract protein 
phosphorylation information on protein kinases, substrates and phosphorylation sites from biomedical 
literature (Hu et al., 2005). RLIMS-P currently works on PubMed abstracts, but it will be extended to 
open access full text articles soon. RLIMS-P allows users to quickly find the relevant literature for 
phosphorylated proteins and their kinases, thereby facilitating the study of kinase-substrate networks. 

  

Figure 1: RLIMS-P overview. 

http://research.bioinformatics.udel.edu/rlimsp/files/RLIMS-P.pdf
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RLIMS-P architecture 

The RLIMS-P website consists of two parts: 1) a back-end database and 2) a web interface (Figure 1). 
Phosphorylation information is first extracted from Medline abstracts by RLIMS-P version 2.0, and then 
processed and stored in the database for easy and fast later retrieval. The web interface enables users 
to search for phosphorylation information using keywords or a list of PMIDs. The results (kinase, 
substrate, site) are displayed in sortable tables, which are downloadable for 
further research. 

 

Figure 2: RLIMS-P system architecture  

RLIMS-P interface 

Login 
To edit and export curated RLIMS-P results, users need to login (Figure 3, 1). In order to login for the first 
time, users need to sign up (Figure 3, 2) by entering their e-mail, name and affiliation (Figure 3, 3). Once 
logged in, the heading will appear as in Figure 4. 

1 
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Figure 3: Login screen 

Figure 4: Appearance of heading after login 

 

Input page 

 

 

The new website allows the input of keywords or phrases (Figure 5, 1) that can be combined using 
Boolean operators.  This input is used to query PubMed documents, and relevant documents are 
retrieved for processing by RLIMS-P. Alternatively a list of PMIDs (Figure 5, 2), delimited by comma, 
space, or new line can be entered. Users can enter up to 200 PMIDs per run. In both cases, clicking on 

 will retrieve the results, and clicking on  will empty the query box, so that a 
different query can be entered.  
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In short 
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previous 
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Figure 5: RLIMS-P input interface 

 

Results Page 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Overview of the results page 

Overview: The results page contains the search statistics and the results table (Figure 6). Users can 
customize their view of the information in the table and download their results from this page.  

 

"beta catenin" AND cancer 1 

2 23412089 
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In short 
RLIMS-P Results: statistics, summary table with different views (kinase, substrate, PMID), access 

to text evidence, and table saving 

Statistics View options Save
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RLIMS-P Statistics: The new RLIMS-P results page presents detailed statistics on the documents with 
potential phosphorylation information (those containing a phosphorylation-related trigger word) and 
those with phosphorylation information according to RLIMS-P processing (Figure 7). For convenience, 
only the results for the latest 200 PMIDs are shown for a keyword search, but the user can choose to 
access the full result set. 

Figure 7: RLIMS-P Statistics 

 
Results table:  

(i) Columns in the results table: The results table contains the following columns. Note that the order 
and appearance of these columns will vary depending on a variety of user-settable options (see below). 

Show Selected:  Allows the user to select which annotation lines to display. Annotation lines are selected 
by clicking on the corresponding check boxes and then on “Show Selected” (Figure 8). annotation lines 
by clicking on the corresponding check boxes and then on Show Selected. 

 

Figure 8: Displaying desired annotation lines using the Show Selected column 

PubMed ID: Displays the PubMed ID of each RLIMS-P positive document. Clicking on the ID will link to 
the PubMed abstract. 

Protein Kinase: Kinases identified by RLIMS-P are shown in green. 

Total PMIDs processed; link to save PMIDs 
Statistics for processed PMIDs 

Link to full results 
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Phosphorylated Protein (Substrate): Proteins determined by RLIMS-P to be phosphorylated substrates 
are shown in blue. 

Phosphorylation Site: Phosphorylation sites identified by RLIMS-P are shown in red. This column is not 
included in the Summary view (see below). 

No. of Sentences: Indicates the number of sentences from the document that contain evidence for that 
line of annotation. Clicking on the number links to the Text Evidence/Curation page for that line of 
annotation (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Clicking on the number of sentences displays the Text Evidence page for that line of 
annotation 

Text Evidence/Curation: Clicking on the icon provides access to the RLIMS-P text evidence and 
editing/curation page for the entire title and abstract of the document indicated on that line of 
annotation (see Text Evidence/Curation section below). 

(ii) Column sorting: Each column in the results table can be sorted based on ascending or descending 
numerical or alphabetical by clicking on the arrows next to the column headings (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: Arrows next to the column headings can be used to sort the results 
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(iii) View Options: Users can organize the display in the results table according to their interests using 
the “View by” menu (Figure 6, View options). 

View by Summary: The default view of the RLIMS-P results table is the Summary view, in which all of the 
kinases and phosphorylated substrates identified in a particular document are summarized in a single 
line of annotation (Figure 11). Documents containing kinase, substrate and site information are listed 
first. Phosphorylation site information is not presented in this view.  

 

Figure 11: View by Summary 

View by PMID: This view is document-centric, grouping together all of the annotation lines for a 
particular document (Figure 12). Unlike the Summary view, each line of annotation in the PMID view 
consists of a single kinase, its substrate, and the corresponding phosphorylation site(s). Columns are left 
blank if kinase, substrate, and/or site information was not obtained from the document.  

 

Figure 12: View by PMID 

View by Kinase: The view is kinase-centric, grouping together information for each unique kinase 
mentioned in the document set (Figure 13). Note that we are still working on improving the 
standardization of protein names, and therefore in some cases, if a kinase is referred to by multiple 
names, all mentions of the kinase will not be collected into a single group. Within a group, each line of 
annotation shows an individual substrate of the kinase, the phosphorylation site(s), and the PMID for 
the document containing the evidence for that annotation. Substrate and/or site columns will be left 
blank if that information was not obtained from a particular document.  
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Figure 13: View by Kinase 

View By Substrate: This view is substrate-centric, grouping together information for each unique 
substrate mentioned the document set (Figure 14). Note that we are still working on improving the 
standardization of protein names, and therefore in some cases, if a substrate is referred to by multiple 
names, all mentions of the substrate will not be collected into a single group. Within a group, each line 
of annotation shows an individual kinase for the substrate, the phosphorylation site(s), and the PMID for 
the document containing the evidence for that annotation. Kinase and/or site columns will be left blank 
if that information was not obtained from a particular document.  

 

Figure 14: View by Substrate 

 (iv) Expanded RLIMS-P results: Clicking on the  icon will expand the table to show the full RLIMS-P 
results, including information that is partially redundant (as is the case for the annotation in the dashed 
box in Figure 15). This option is available for all of the table arrangements described in the previous 
section. 
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Figure 15: Expanded annotation 

(v) Downloading the results table: Clicking on the Download button will create a comma-delimited file 
containing the PMID, kinase, substrate, and site information and the associated evidence sentences 
(Figure 16). The order of the information in the file will vary depending on the view from which is was 
downloaded.  

 

Figure 16: Downloading the results table 

  

Text Evidence/Curation Page 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Click to show expanded annotation 

 

 

 

In short 
RLIMS-P Text Evidence/Curation page: statistics, text evidence, curation interface (including 

PubMed information, RLIMS-P annotation, gene normalization, and PMID mapping to 
UniProtKB), and download options 
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Accessing the Text Evidence/Curation Page: Clicking on the icon in the results table provides 
access to the RLIMS-P text evidence and editing/curation page for the entire title and abstract of the 
document indicated on that line of annotation (Figure 6). Clicking on the number in the “No. of 
Sentences” column of the results table provides access to the text evidence and editing/curation page 
for that line of annotation only (Figure 6, Figure 9). 

Returning to the results table: From the Text Evidence/Curation page, users can return to the Results 
page by choosing a viewing option (Summary, PMID, Kinase, or Substrate) from the Back to Views menu 
(Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17: The Back to Views menu on the Text Evidence/Curation page 

RLIMS-P Statistics: Like the Results page, the Text Evidence/Curation page displays the RLIMS-P 
statistics for the current query (Figure 7). 

Layout: Using the Layout menu, users can switch between a two-column (Figure 18) and one-column 
(Figure 19) layout of the Text Evidence/Curation page.  

 

 

Figure 18: Two-column layout of the Text Evidence/Curation page 
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Figure 19: One-column layout of the Text Evidence/Curation page 

Text Evidence: When accessed via the icon in the results table, the Text Evidence section displays 
each sentence of the title and abstract with phosphorylation-related information highlighted. By default, 
kinase (green), substrate (blue), site (red), and phospho-keyword (black, underlined) evidence is 
highlighted (Figure 20). Users can customize the highlighting using the check boxes provided. When 
accessed via the number in the No. of Sentences column in the results table, the Text Evidence section 
will display only the sentences containing evidence for that line of annotation (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 20: Text Evidence display 
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Curation Interface: The curation interface portion of the Text Evidence/Curation page allows the user 
to validate the RLIMS-P phosphorylation annotation and gene normalization. If there are any errors or 
omissions, the user can enter the correct information. The interface is divided into four sections: 
PubMed Information, RLIMS-P Annotation, Gene Normalization, and PMID Mapping to UniProt KB. 

(i) PubMed Information: The PubMed information section displays the PMID, publication date, authors, 
and journal for the annotated document. Clicking on the PMID links to the PubMed record for the 
document (Figure 21A). For open access articles, the link to Full Text is also available (Figure 21B) 

A 

 

 

 

B 

 

 

Figure 21: PubMed Information section of the curation interface 
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(ii) RLIMS-P Annotation: This section displays a table of the RLIMS-P phosphorylation annotation lines. 
The first five columns—No. (line number), Kinase, Substrate, Site, and Sentence (sentence numbers from 
which evidence was obtained)—present the same information as in the results table and are not 
modifiable by the user. The last two columns—Comment and Validation—accept user input. In the 
Validation column, the user can click the check mark (turns green when clicked) if the RLIMS-P 
annotation on that line is correct and the X (turns red when clicked) if the annotation is incorrect (Figure 
22). In the Comment column, the user can enter free-text comments; for example, if the annotation is 
incorrect, the user can provide a brief explanation of what is wrong (Figure 23). Clicking on Add 
Annotation at the bottom of the table creates a User Added Annotation section, which allows the user 
to enter additional kinase, substrate, site, and/or text evidence information (Figure 24).  

 

 

Figure 22: RLIMS-P Annotation section of the curation interface showing user validation 

 

 

Figure 23: RLIMS-P Annotation section of the curation interface showing a user-entered comment 
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Figure 24: Clicking on the Add Annotation link below the RLIMS-P Annotation table allows users to 
enter new lines of annotation 

(iii) Gene Normalization: The Gene Normalization section displays suggested UniProtKB accession 
numbers (UniProtKB ACs) for the kinase and substrate proteins mentioned in the RLIMS-P annotation 
(Figure 24). This normalization is done using the cross-species gene normalization tool, GenNorm 
(http://ikmbio.csie.ncku.edu.tw/GN/). Clicking on the UniProtKB AC links to the UniProtKB record. Users 
can indicate that the mapping is correct by clicking on the check mark in the UniProtKB AC box (turns the 
box green) or incorrect by clicking on the ‘X’ (turns the box red). Mousing-over any line in the table 
causes a search UniProt icon to appear. Clicking on this icon queries UniProtKB using the protein name 
as it appeared in the text. If the user identifies a UniProtKB AC that corresponds to the protein name, it 
can be entered in the Add UniProtKB AC column. 

 

http://ikmbio.csie.ncku.edu.tw/GN/
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Figure 24: Gene Normalization section of the curation interface 

(iv) PMID Mapping to UniProt KB: The section displays a table with suggested UniProtKB ACs for the 
kinases and substrates obtained using a bibliography mapping service provided by the Protein 
Information Resource (pir.georgetown.edu).  The information in this section can be used to assist in 
assigning UniProt KB ACs to the proteins mentioned in the RLIMS-P annotation and addition of these to 
the Gene normalization table. Each line provides the UniProtKB AC and ID (with links to the UniProtKB 
and iProClass records for the protein), the name of the protein as it appears in the UniProtKB record 
(with a link to Biothesaurus), and the organism name (Figure 25).  

  

Search UniProtKB 
for protein name 

Display UniProtKB 
record 
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Figure 25: PMID Mapping to UniProtKB section of the curation interface 

 

Downloading Text Evidence/Curation: Selecting Text Evidence from the Download menu will create 
a comma-delimited file containing all of the information on the Text Evidence/Curation page including 
user-added validation and comments (Figure 26). Selecting RLIMS-P Result in BioC from the Download 
menu will create a file containing the RLIMS-P annotation in BioCreative format (Figure 27). 

 

 

Figure 26: Downloading RLIMS-P annotation as a comma-delimited file 
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Figure 27: Downloading RLIMS-P annotation in BioC format 
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